Flat Earth

As Mullins wrote, the CIA was created by the Jewish Rothschilds who in their own writing call themselves "The Kings of the Jews" and with the Jewish Rockefeller family over seeing such from out of the OSS and British intelligence after the 2nd war. The Rockefellers ordered and oversaw the MK Ultra program, which is based on running psychological operations against the public. This is why old man Bush got to be the Director of the CIA. His family, as Mullins showed, got their start working for the Rothschild family on Wall Street running fronts to ship Rothschild cash to fund their communist agents in Russia.

Part of this MLK Ultra was the infiltration of the movement of investigative journalism that exposed the criminality of the establishment and their narratives. This is the birth of the term "Conspiracy Theorists". They created it as part of the psychological operations.

The book: Conspiracy Theory in America (Discovering America) by political scientist Lance deHaven-Smith goes into this. From the book description:

"Lance deHaven-Smith reveals that the term “conspiracy theory” entered the American lexicon of political speech to deflect criticism of the Warren Commission and traces it back to a CIA propaganda campaign to discredit doubters of the commission’s report."

It's known that those magazines back in the day with the President shaking hands with the aliens [a lot has gone into attacking disclosure as well, the Jewish run Vatican and Soviet Union both worked to remove all ancient and current truth of Extra terrestrials from society] and such were funded by the CIA as memetic warfare on the populace.

Now they are at it again with the Flat Earth. The original and main pusher of Flat Earth, Eric Dubay, has direct connections to Washington and the highest levels of the Military Junta ruling Thailand that was put into power by the CIA. He has also been caught lying numerous times on such connections and exposed. It’s no mistake that any videos exposing him get disappeared from the Internet quickly, as we know who runs (((Google))) which owns YouTube. Exposing this Dubay character here:

La verdad Absoluta:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCCKQeX ... YhPbi3qixw

There are three important things here. This is the pushing of what is Christian creationism, the Flat Earth Society was founded as a Christian creationist society
in the early part of the Twenty Century. And why this is being pushed now as psychological operations.

Mainstream psychological papers back into the nineties noted that flat earth was a point of insult among the Truthers. This was a way to cause conflict and polarize debate quickly and suck people up into a distraction with total emotional energy. Which it has done. Divide, distract, conqueror.

This happened just as the Truther movement was starting to understand the Jewish question is the source of everything and the Jew naming was starting to take off. This is proven by the fact Dubay attempts to target people with exposing the Jewish issue. But then attempts to suck them in with dangerous misinformation on the subject setting them up for standard tactics of Jewish infiltration. It's a poisoned apple he is offering. This is a standard technique of the "Limited Hangout". Alex Jones is the more popular example.

This is important: Dubay has been tasked with promoting the enemy's Christian program via the Truther movements he also has another video promoting the arguments of Christian creationism past the flat earth creationism he promotes. This works to keep people under the spell of the Jews' program of Christianity.

Note that the Jewish-operated CIA with their Rockefeller bosses and their MK Ultra was doing the same running psychological operations on the public with their Christian program before. Here is an example from the Jewish run media:

Subliminal message hidden in an old 1960's station sign-off: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wofs8ZpcXIM](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wofs8ZpcXIM)

Note in the above YouTube video, the Jews are using the terms with god repeatedly:

"God is real, God is watching" = 22 letters

"Believe in government God" = 22 letters

"Obey Consume Obey Consume" = 22 letters
Romans 13:1-2

1 Everyone must submit himself to the governing authorities, for there is no authority except that which God has established. The authorities that exist have been established by God.

2 Consequently, he who rebels against the authority is rebelling against what God has instituted, and those who do so will bring judgment on themselves.

The government is god in the Jewish bible and the Jews run the government. This is also the basis of Jewish communism: the Jewish communist state is god.

There are 22 letters in the Hebrew alphabet which is the Hebrew god in Kabala as word. The 22 letters of the Hebrew alphabet are the 22 names of god. The Jews chant these 22 letters during their holy days to recite the 22 names of their god.

With the consume, there is a subliminal here. What word is on the American money supply?

See how they're tying their order to consume and obey god the Jewish run government into their control of the money. It's also telling you that money is god and the Jews control the money.
How did that word, "god" get on the money?

The Founders wanted the Great Seal put upon the dollar for a good reason, but they never put anything about the Jewish "God" on there. Reference to the Jewish "God" was put on American paper currency by Jewish President Dwight David Eisenhower.

"July 30th, 1956, two years after pushing to have the phrase "under God" inserted into the pledge of allegiance, President Dwight D. Eisenhower signs a law officially declaring "In God We Trust" to be the nation's official motto. The law, P.L. 84-140, also mandated that the phrase be printed on all American paper currency." 1 Eisenhower was a Jew by his own confession; the name Eisenhower is taken from Eisenhauer, a Jewish surname.

"In Eisenhower's West Point Military Academy graduating class yearbook, published in 1915, Eisenhower is identified as a "terrible Swedish Jew."

Remember a certain movie........

Do you think it's a coincidence the director showed a store full of rich uptown Jews as the first real place the main character puts on the glasses and sees the greedy, violent and hostile aliens. And the first alien he openly confronts is a total and obvious Jewesses yenta. Then he goes to the bank of all places and it's run by the aliens.
CAN YOU SEE THEM NOW?

HOLY SHIT - IT'S THE JEWS